Design of an EGFR-targeting toxin for photochemical delivery: in vitro and in vivo selectivity and efficacy.
The number of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-targeting drugs in the development for cancer treatment is continuously increasing. Currently used EGFR-targeted monoclonal antibodies and tyrosine kinase inhibitors have specific limitations related to toxicity and development of resistance, and there is a need for alternative treatment strategies to maximize the clinical potential of EGFR as a molecular target. This study describes the design and production of a novel EGFR-targeted fusion protein, rGel/EGF, composed of the recombinant plant toxin gelonin and EGF. rGel/EGF was custom-made for administration by photochemical internalization (PCI), a clinically tested modality for cytosolic release of macromolecular therapeutics. rGel/EGF lacks efficient mechanisms for endosomal escape and is therefore minimally toxic as monotherapy. However, PCI induces selective and efficient cytosolic release of rGel/EGF in EGFR-expressing target cells by light-directed activation of photosensitizers accumulated selectively in tumor tissue. PCI of rGel/EGF was shown to be highly effective against EGFR-expressing cell lines, including head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) cell lines resistant to cetuximab (Erbitux). Apoptosis, necrosis and autophagy were identified as mechanisms of action following PCI of rGel/EGF in vitro. PCI of rGel/EGF was further shown as a highly tumor-specific and potent modality in vivo, with growth inhibitory effects demonstrated on A-431 squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) xenografts and reduction of tumor perfusion and necrosis induction in SCC-026 HNSCC tumors. Considering the small amount of rGel/EGF injected per animal (0.1 mg/kg), the presented in vivo results are highly promising and warrant optimization and production of rGel/EGF for further preclinical evaluation with PCI.